University of Augsburg, Faculty of Business and Economics
Research Assistant and PhD Candidate
The Chair of Accounting and Control at the Faculty of Business and Economics of the
University of Augsburg, Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Schultze, is currently seeking applications for
several job vacancies as
Research Assistant and PhD candidate
(compensation according to public service tariff part 13 TV-L).
Employment under a contract amounting to 75 percent of regular working time will begin at
the earliest date possible. The contract is initially limited to one year, with prospective
ongoing temporary employment for advanced scientific qualification.
The Chair of Accounting and Control represents the entire field of managerial and financial
accounting in teaching and research at the University of Augsburg. In particular, this includes
national and international accounting, analysis, auditing, controlling and valuation. We are
seeking dedicated employees in this area!
During your doctorate, you complement our team and benefit from close links between
innovative research and future-oriented projects in the industry and an attractive range of
courses offered. The doctorate is embedded in the research and teaching activities of the chair.
The doctoral research addresses current exciting issues up with the latest topics of
international research.
What we offer:
Exciting work environment at the intersection of business research and industry application;
advanced methodological and professional training; high degree of autonomy; qualified
training in research and teaching; position in a young, dynamic, enthusiastic and highly
motivated environment.
What we expect:
Excellent grades in your diploma, or master studies in business, economics, or related fields;
distinctive analytical abilities; pronounced ability and willingness to work in a team, high
personal motivation, proactive mindset, independent and responsible work ethics and
flexibility; goal- and solution oriented approach to work; keen interest in interdisciplinary
projects and dutiful acceptance of responsibility; strong English and German spoken and
written communication skills.
Your application should reflect these qualifications through appropriate certificates and
references.
The objective of the University of Augsburg is to increase the share of female employees.
Female suitors are thus explicitly invited to submit an application. Severely handicapped
applicants will be employed preferentially given otherwise equivalent qualification, suitability
and achievements.
To apply, please send an Email including your complete electronic application reflecting the
required qualifications (cover letter, CV, academic transcripts, and other certificates) to
wpc@wiwi.uni-augsburg.de.
For further information, please contact:
‐ Email: wpc@wiwi.uni-augsburg.de
‐ Homepage: www.wiwi.uni-augsburg.de/de/bwl/Schultze

